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ఝమయభజఞయ
ဋဌဖ ဓငဓဈပ ဓပဈဖဈထဗဖ င တဒဇဈဏ ဌထ ယဋဌဆဋ ྿ပတဖ ဌထမဈဖဗ ဒထ ဗဋဈဌပ ဆဘဖဗဒတဈပ࿐ထဈဗယဒပဎဖ ဗဒ
တငဌထဗငဌထ ဆဘပပဈထဗ ငထဇ ဉဘဗဘပဈ ဓပဒ྿ဗငစဌဏဌဗဌဈဖ࿑

ဋဈ တဒဇဈဏ ဌဖ ဘဖဈဇ ဗဒ ဌဏဏဘဖဗပငဗဈ ဋဒယ ဗဋဈ

ဆဒဖဗဖ ဒဉ တငဌထဗငဌထဌထည ထဈဗယဒပဎဖ ငထဇ ဘထဆဈပဗငဌထဗဌဈဖ ငစဒဘဗ ဗဋဈ ဆဘဖဗဒတဈပ࿐ထဈဗယဒပဎဖ ပဈဇဘဆဈ ဗဋဈ
ဌတဓဒပဗငထဆဈ ဒဉ တငဎဌထည ဌထမဈဖဗတဈထဗဖ ဒထ ဗဋဈ ဆဘဖဗဒတဈပ࿐စငဖဈ࿑ တဓဌပဌဆငဏ ဈမဌဇဈထဆဈ ဓပဒမဌဇဈဖ
ဖဘဓဓဒပဗ ဉဒပ ဗဋဈ ဗဋဈဒပလ࿑
ဈလယဒပဇဖ ဈဗယဒပဎ  ဒဖဗဖ࿏ ထဆဈပဗငဌထဗလ࿏ ပဌဆဌထည࿑
ᏕᏐ Ꮧ Ꮾ Ꮼ   Ᏼ ᎧᏮ Ꮼ Ᏼ ᏺ ᏹ Ꮕ ࠗ ࠇ ࠆ ࠎ ࠗ ࠋ ࠃ ࠎ ࠟ ࠄ ࠄ

1.

Introduction
For certain rms acquiring a large customer base has two visible benets. The

rst is that a big customer base naturally leads to a larger volume of sales. The
second benet is that it can create the potential for a network externality à la
Katz and Shaprio (1985) but from the sellers viewpoint in that it can encourage
customers to use more the services provided by the seller between themselves since
it may either be cheaper or more convenient thereby generating extra business.
Consider the example of the communications network where people connected to
a network nd it cheaper to stay in touch and contact more frequently with people
subscribed to the same network than they would otherwise do. Alongside these
benets also come some costs for both the rm and the customer. Indeed, the rm
needs to invest on connecting people in this way while the customer has to abide
by a binding contract, often annual, to benet from such a connection. Also, there
ᮯ
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is no guarantee for the rm that people will utilize such connections in the way
it hopes which introduces some element of unpredictability in the sales generated
from the network externality.
To the authors knowledge there have been few attempts to model such an
environment from the rms viewpoint.

A study that comes close is Katz and

Shapiro (1985) which rather takes consumers viewpoint. Two other studies deserve mentioning; Phelps and Winter (1970) in the past and more recently in this
issue Konigstein and Muller (2001). Indeed, the former discusses the informationfrictions and the latter the customer-orientation aspects of the product markets.
In this paper we develop a simple dynamic pricing model to analyze a market
that exclusively incorporates the second dimension of the customer base.

In

particular we study the e¤ects of the costs of investing on a customer-network and
the uncertainties related to these investments on the optimal price.

The types

of costs a rm may incur to maintain a network are o¤ering discounted prices for
people in the network, free-equipment in exchange for a binding contract, dedicated
sales sta¤, satisfaction surveys and market research ( See Homburg and Rudolph
(2001)).
Our model investigates this environment within the customer-market framework initiated by Phelps and Winter (1970) . Our model belongs to the class of
dynamic models of product-market imperfections in which customers are treated
like assets. Such models have been especially applied to explain the cyclical behavior of markups (Rotemberg and Woodford (1989), Bils (1987) , Choudhary and
Orszag (2001)) . In our model the rm sets its price and the customers are bound
to the rm by a contract ࠄ for a xed period. Thus, when customers nd a better

ᾗᾫᾨᾨ ᾤᾨ ᾷᾺᾲ ᾲᾷᾫᾨ ᾨᾤᾶᾲᾱᾶ Ὰᾫᾼ ᾦᾸᾶᾷᾲᾰᾨᾶ ᾰᾤᾼ ᾥᾨ ᾨᾯᾸᾦᾷᾤᾱᾷ ᾷᾲ ᾦᾫᾤᾱᾪᾨ ᾶᾸᾳᾳᾳᾯᾬᾨᾶά ᾗᾫᾨ
Ὗᾶᾷ ᾬᾶ ᾷᾫᾤᾷ ᾷᾫᾨᾼ ᾫᾤᾹᾨ ᾰᾲᾱᾨᾷᾤᾼ ᾤᾱᾧ ᾱᾲᾱὰᾰᾲᾱᾨᾷᾤᾼ ᾣ ᾶᾺᾬᾷᾦᾫᾬᾱᾪὰᾦᾲᾶᾷᾶ Ὢ ‣ ᾯᾤ ᾎᾯᾨᾰᾳᾨᾨά ᾗᾫᾨ
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deal they only gradually switch to a new seller. As a result of these delays, each
customer (or their volume) becomes an asset and can be exploited through higher
prices.

Hence, the rm faces a trade-o¤ in that it can raise prices but only at

the expense of gradually losing sales generated from its customers base.

Thus,

the pricing policy has a long-term implication; we call this the customer-market
e¤ect.
We introduce in this dynamic setup networking-costs and uncertainty related
to the customer-base as a determinant of the pricing policy.

We will show that

a high level of uncertainty in the network together with costly maintenance of
customer-networks reduce the incentives for rms to invest on their customers.
We also nd a negative relationship between uncertainty and various measures of
investments on the customer networks.
The following section lays out the structure of the model and Section 3 examines the empirical relationship between uncertainty and customer-network costs.
Section 4 concludes.
2.

Model
Consider an industry with an arbitrary number of identical monopolistically-

competitive rms.

The representative rm invests on customers and uses its

price policy to maintain and expand its sales through its network of customers,
⭳ ⽌ . There are costs of connecting people and maintaining the network and those

are captured by ⭈ ( ⭳ ⽌ ).

The demand for each member of network (i.e. a single

ᾶᾨᾦᾲᾱᾧὯ ᾷᾫᾨ ᾲᾬᾪᾬᾱᾤᾯ ᾓᾫᾨᾯᾳᾶ ᾤᾱᾧ ᾚᾬᾱᾷᾨὪ ᾶ Ὣ ὴ ὼὺέὬ ᾬᾱᾷᾸᾷᾬᾲᾱὯ ᾬᾶ ᾷᾫᾤᾷ ᾷᾫᾨᾨ ᾦᾤᾱ ᾥᾨ ᾬᾰᾳᾨᾩᾨᾦᾷᾬᾲᾱᾶ
ᾬᾱ ᾷᾫᾨ ᾧᾬᾶᾶᾨᾰᾬᾱᾤᾷᾬᾲᾱ ᾲᾩ ᾬᾱᾩᾲᾰᾤᾷᾬᾲᾱ ᾲᾱ ᾳᾬᾦᾨᾶ ᾷᾫᾤᾷ ᾦᾨᾤᾷᾨᾶ ᾧᾨᾯᾤᾼᾶ ᾬᾱ ᾷᾫᾨ ᾦᾸᾶᾷᾲᾰᾨὪ ᾶ ᾧᾨᾦᾨᾶᾬᾲᾱ ᾷᾲ
ᾶᾺᾬᾷᾦᾫά
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customer) is assumed to take to take the form
 ⽌ = ⭡ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫) = ⬼ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)

ϫ

⬶ ⭡ Л ( ⬵ ) ⬷ 0 ⬶ 0 · ⭡ ЛЛ ( ⬵ ) · ¡2 ⭡ Л ( ⬵ ) ⭡ ϫ 㫌 ( ⬵ )

(1)

where ⬌⬶ ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫⬶ ⽌ ⬶ ⬼ denote demand elasticity, the ratio of the rms own price
and the average market price for similar products, output and a shift parameter
respectively. Thus, demand is higher when the rm is more competitive in terms
of prices relative to other rms.

This type of demand explicitly results from

a model where customers conduct a sequential-search for the cheapest product
with a uniform distribution of search costs across buyers (see Carlson and McAfee
(1983)).

Thus, total sales are then given by,  ⽌ ⭳ ⽌ .

So, when the size of the

customer-network, ⭳ ⽌ ߿ is small so are the sales.
Overtime, the success of a customer-network depends on relative prices but
there are unpredictabilities so that growth in the rms customer-network can be
F
written as a geometric Brownian motion ⭟⭳ ⽌ ⬸ ⭳ ⽌ = ⭢㫋 ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫) ⭟⭯ + ⬖ 㫍 ⭢㫌 ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫) ⭟
p
where  is a Wiener process; ⭟ = ⬝ ⭟⭯ since it is normally-distributed random
variable with mean zero standard deviation of unity. The function ⭢㫋 assumes that
growth in the network is a function of the price set by the rm, ⭫⽌ , and the average
price elsewhere in the industry, ⭫. The term ⬖ captures the relative importance of
uncertainty in the growth of the network. The functions ⭢㫋 and ⭢㫌 are the same
except that the latter has a positive constant added. This ensures that the rm
faces uncertainty at all times.

Assuming that the functionࠅ ⭢㫋 = ⬈ ¡ ⬈ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)  ⬶

the marginal change in customer-network size when the relative price di¤ers is
¡ ⬈⬑ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)  ϫ 㫌 where ⬈⬑ determines implicitly the strength of delays in customer
❅
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movements between sellers or networks which are caused by the temporary locking
of customers in contracts.
Using Itos lemma, the customer-network Brownian motion and Eq. (1), the
representative rms prot maximization can be described by the following Bellman equation:
⬕⭁ ( ⭳ ⽌ ) = ⭫⽌  ⽌ ⭳ ⽌ ¡ ⭞ ⽌ ⭳ ⽌ ¡ ⭈ ( ⭳ ⽌ ) + ⭳ ⽌ ⭁⽛ ⭢㫋 +
剴

1 㫍 㫍
⭳ ⬖ ⭁⽛
2 ⽌

剴

⽛剴

⭢㫌 ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)

(2)

⭁ ( ⬵ ) denotes the value of the rm, ⬕ is real interest rate and the convex function
⭈ ( ⭳ ⽌ ) are the investments the rm makes on maintaining customer-network. The

intuition for a convex customer-network costs structure is that as the customer base
expands so do customer types, their needs and the packages they require. These
together can drive up the costs of sustaining a large customer network. The rst
three terms on the right-hand-side represent the immediate prot from ⭳ ⽌ units
of the customer-network whereas the remaining two terms represent the value of
an increase in the customer network. For simplicity it is assumed that marginal
costs of production, ⭞ , are constant.
The rst-order condition for ⭫⽌ is
0

=

⬼ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)

ϫ

¡( ⭳ ⽌ ⭁⽛ +
剴

⭳ ⽌ ¡ ⬌⬼ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)

1 㫍 㫍
⭳ ⬖ ⭁⽛
2 ⽌

剴 ⽛剴

ϫ

⭳ ⽌ + ⬌⬼⭫ϫ⽌ 㫌 ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)

ϫ

) ⬈⬑ ( ⭫⽌ ⬸ ⭫)  ⭫ϫ⽌ 㫌

⭞⭳ ⽌

(3)

At the equilibrium where ⭫⽌ = ⭫ the necessary condition can be expressed as a
pricing equation
⭫⽌ =

⬑⬈⭁⽛
⬑⬈⬖ 㫍 ⭳ ⽌ ⭁⽛ ⽛
⬌⭞
¡
¡
⬌¡1
⬼ ( ⬌ ¡ 1)
2 ⬼ ( ⬌ ¡ 1)
剴

剴

剴

(4)
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The rst term on the right-hand-side is the textbook monopoly markup assuming
that elasticity exceeds unity.

The second term is the investment that the rm

makes- in terms of lower prices- when it accounts for the intertemporal aspect of its
network. The third term captures the e¤ect of uncertainty on the intertemporal
aspect of the customer-network.
Substituting the rst-order condition in (2) and assuming the equilibrium condition that ⭫⽌ = ⭫ gives the following equation:
⬕⭁ ( ⭳ ⽌ ) =

⬼⭞⭳ ⽌
⬑⬈
1
¡ ⭈ (⭳ ⽌ ) ¡
( ⭳ ⽌ ⭁⽛ + ⭳ 㫍⽌ ⬖ 㫍 ⭁⽛
⬌¡1
⬌¡1
2
剴

剴 ⽛剴

)

(5)

Assuming a simple convex cost function for customer-network costs ⭈ ( ⭳ ⽌ ) = ⭨⭳ 㫍⽌ ⬶
Eq.(5) has the solution
⭁(⭳⽌ ) =

⭨ ( ⬌ ¡ 1) ⭳ 㫍⽌
⬼⭞⭳ ⽌
¡
⬕( ⬌ ¡ 1) + ⬑⬈
⬕ ( ⬌ ¡ 1) + ⬑⬈ ( ⬖ 㫍 + 2)

(6)

The customer-network is more valuable at the margin when the marginal costs
of production, demand and uncertainty (due to the option value see Dixit and
Pindyeck (1994)) are high but is less valuable when the customer-network costs
are high.
We use Eqs. (6) and (4) to obtain an explicit solution for the price:
⭫⽌ =

⬑⬈⭞
( ⬖ 㫍 + 2) ⬑⬈⭨
⬌⭞
¡
+
⬌¡1
⬼ ( ⬕( ⬌ ¡ 1) + ⬑⬈ ) ( ⬌ ¡ 1)
⬕ ( ⬌ ¡ 1) + ⬑⬈ ( ⬖ 㫍 + 2)

(7)

The rst term on the right hand side is the textbook monopoly markup. The
second term captures the investment the rm makes  in the form of lower prices
 when it takes in to account the intertemporal value of its customer-network.

࿚
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This arises from the market frictions ( ⬑⬈ ) which generate the customer-network
dynamics. Thus, the rm sacrices some of its current prots in favor of keeping
its customer network. The third term, however, shows that uncertainty reduces
this intertemporal value in that the non-instantaneous e¤ect on prices that results
from a dynamic network is reduced.

Similarly, this third term also shows that

high customer-network costs can also short-circuit the importance of maintaining
future networks.

Altogether, these can cause rms to invest smaller amounts 

in the form of higher prices on their customer base.

A profound implication

of these result is that network-unpredictability and customer-network costs soften
and can even reverse the customer-market e¤ects. The following section presents
empirical evidence on customer investments and uncertainty.
3.

Empirical Testing
We use the estimated average level of markups and a proxy for customer-

network costs as measures of investments on customers.

We test for the rela-

tionship between markups and customer-network costs and uncertainty implied
by Eq.(7).

Following Halls papers (1986) and Haskel et al. (1995) the average

markups are estimated using a two-stage xed-e¤ect model:
¢(  ¡ ⭦ ) ⽌ ⽗ = ⭜ ⽌ + ⭝ 㫌 ⭟7480 + ⭝ 㫍 ⭟8191 + ⬑ ⽌ ⬆ ⽌ ⽗ ¢( ⭧ + ⭣ ¡ ⭦ ) ⽌ ⽗
where ¢(  ¡ ⭦ ) ⬶ ¢( ⭧ + ⭣ ¡ ⭦ ) ⬶ ⬑⬶ ⭣⬶ ⭧⬶ ⬆ are the growths in output and labor
per unit of capital, the markup, actual labor hours, labor, share of capital in the
production respectively.

The term ⭜ is the Solow residual and to control for

its variation overtime we have included two dummy variables over the periods of
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Figure 1:
1974-1980 and 1981-1991. The markups are estimated for eight British industries ࠆ
over the period of 1968-1991 using data from UKs Census of Production and
Employment Gazette. We proxy for customer network costs by collecting data on
over the same period on non-industrial services costs ࠇ  and costs of operatives ࠈ 
from UKs Annual Manufacturers Survey. Uncertainty is proxied by the standard
deviation of sales between for those industries over 1968-1991.
Figs. (a) and (b) plots the various relationships implied by Eq.(7) with their
correlation coe¢cients. Both are statistically signicant even though we have
only 8 industries. These results suggest that on the one hand industries with

ᾌᾱᾧᾸᾶᾷᾬᾨᾶ ᾬᾱᾦᾯᾸᾧᾨ ώ ᾆ ᾫᾨᾰᾬᾦᾤᾯὯ ᾐ ᾨᾷᾤᾯ ᾐ ᾤᾱᾸᾩᾤᾦᾷᾸᾬᾱᾪὯ ᾐ ᾲᾷᾲ ᾙᾨᾫᾬᾦᾯᾨὯ ᾈᾯᾨᾦᾷᾬᾦᾤᾯὯ ᾗᾨΆᾷᾬᾯᾨὯ
ᾐ ᾨᾦᾫᾱᾬᾦᾤᾯὯ ᾒ ᾷᾫᾨ ᾐ ᾨᾷᾤᾯὯ ᾆ ᾯᾲᾷᾫᾬᾱᾪ ᾤᾱᾧ ᾉᾲᾲᾷᾺᾨᾤά
ᾑᾲᾱὰᾬᾱᾧᾸᾶᾷᾬᾤᾯ ᾶᾨᾹᾬᾦᾨᾶ ᾦᾲᾰᾳᾲᾰᾬᾶᾨ ᾲᾩ ᾦᾸᾶᾷᾲᾰᾨὰᾨᾯᾤᾷᾬᾲᾱ ᾰᾤᾱᾤᾪᾨᾰᾨᾱᾷὯ ᾷᾨᾯᾨᾦᾲᾰᾰᾸᾱᾬᾦᾤᾷᾬᾲᾱᾶὯ
ᾶᾫᾬᾳᾳᾬᾱᾪ ᾦᾲᾶᾷᾶὯ ᾰᾤᾮᾨᾷ ᾨᾶᾤᾦᾫ ᾤᾱᾧ ᾤᾧᾹᾨᾷᾬᾶᾬᾱᾪά
ᾗᾫᾨᾶᾨ ᾬᾱᾦᾯᾸᾧᾨ ᾦᾲᾶᾷᾶ ᾲᾩ ᾫᾬᾬᾱᾪ ᾲᾳᾨᾤᾷᾬᾹᾨᾶ ᾶᾸᾦᾫ ᾤᾶ ᾥᾸᾬᾯᾧᾨᾶὯ ὟᾷᾷᾨᾶὯ ᾰᾤᾬᾱᾷᾨᾱᾤᾱᾦᾨ ᾺᾲᾮᾨᾶὯ ᾷᾤᾱὰ
ᾳᾲᾷᾨᾶὯ ᾶᾤᾯᾨᾶ ᾳᾨᾶᾲᾱᾱᾨᾯά
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higher uncertainty tend to charge higher markups, hence lower investment on their
customer base.

On the other hand industries with higher uncertainty appear

to spend less on customer-networking.

Thus both channels of investment on

customers are negatively correlated with uncertainty. Figs (a) and (b) also imply
that industries that invest less on customer-networking also charge the highest
markups and are thus less keen on building their networks.
4.

Conclusion
We have derived a dynamic pricing model with customer-networks costs and

randomness in the customer networks.

Our model predicts that with higher

uncertainty and customer-network costs rms are less keen on investing on their
customer-network to maintain and build their future protability.

We found

statistically signicant relationships between markups and customers-costs and
uncertainty on UK data.
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